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Adaptation of this business plan is possible for similar project around the world.
Project Description:

Essence and idea of the project:
Launch of the Center of preparation for the Unified State Exam (USE).
Advantages of the Center:
 qualified personnel with 20-30 years experience in teaching;
 individual and systemized approach to the each trainee depending on the initial
preparation;
 democratic price policy;
 comfy small groups of 5-7 people;
 convenient geographical location of the Center.
Target audience of the project:
 inhabitants of the city with incomes from 40,000 RUB/month for family.
Competitive environment of the project:
 center of the preparation at the high schools;
 private centers of preparation;
 private tutors.
Financial indicators of the project:
Indicator
Necessary investments
NPV
IRR
Payback period
Discounted payback period

Unit
RUB
RUB
%
years
years

Value
***
***
***
1
1

Excerpts from Research:
Within the project implementation, the Center of preparation for USE will be
launched on the territory of city.
Thus, the product of the project will be sales of services for training and
preparations of schoolchildren by different subjects (the main in the list of USE) in
small groups of 5-7 people approximately.
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For work in groups, it is planned to hire the teachers for the each of subjects, which
have the great experience of pedagogical activity (not less than 20-30 years) and
qualification in the sphere of group and individual training.
Premises for the Center will be rented (presumably, few training classes and
administrative block for convenience of visitors). The variants for the office could
become detached building as well as few rooms (for example, in a separate aisle) of the
business center.
The regional market of tutoring services of the Russian Federation – RF (as well as
Russian market in general) develops rapidly. More than thousand private teachers,
several tens of individual entrepreneurs and a little less of non-governmental
organizations are involved in this field today.
…According to the most of experts, a strong impetus for the development of
«white» tutoring market is made by introduction of the USE. In the early 2000s the
number of centers, which provided these services, was insignificant, but since advent of
the unified test it has been increasing.
The most demanded services in the tutoring centers still remain consultation on
Russian, mathematics, foreign languages and preparation of children for primary school.
…The advent of pay-sector is a natural tendency of development of modern market
of educational services in Russia.
The transition to a market economy in Russia has led to the emergence of paid
services, the share of which is increasing every year.
…Advert of paid services is followed by emergence of private educational
establishments and educational centers. The share of paid services in the system of
higher education is also steadily increasing.
…According to the Rosstat, since 2000 the volume of paid services in the field of
education had been increased almost in 10 times having the stable indicators of growth.
1. A coefficient of parents’ confidence to school education is low: only ***% of
respondents consider it enough. Some higher confidence is characterized by
parents, whose children study in the specialized schools.
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2. Among respondents, more than quarter of the polled (***%) consider, that
additional courses at the preparation for the state examinations are more
effective, than school preparation.
3. Along with other directions of preparation for the USE (self-study, school
preparation, preparation at the high schools), schoolchildren actively choose the
additional courses (***% of polled).
4. An average time, which is necessary for preparation for USE weekly (per 1
person), is about *** hours.
5. The total potential audience of the project will amount to *** people (workingage population with income level from 40,000 RUB per month for a household).
6. The maximum possible number of potential trainees will grow stably, considering
the dynamics of academic years 2014-2017.
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We thank you for your confidence
and would like to remind you that:
 with the purchase of the business plan of the
«VTSConsulting» company you’ll have a guarantee of
getting a consultation from specialists who have
worked on a specific business plan
 during one to two hours our team will be ready to
answer all questions related to the structure and
content of the business plan

Respectfully,
«VTSConsulting» team
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE «VTSConsulting» COMPANY
«VTSConsulting» company was founded in May 2010 by a team of professionals led by Vladyslav Tsygoda.
Vladyslav Tsygoda is a business consultant, a recognized leader in the field of business planning in the CIS countries
(according to the portal free-lance.ru), today he is the head of the rating of the consulting company.
Development of business plans, feasibility studies, investment memorandums, financial models and business
presentations are the main directions of the team, which includes highly skilled analysts.
Experience of the team in the development of investment documents is more than 6 years, and today
«VTSConsulting» is the only company in Ukraine, which is a partner of the project «RBC. Market research».
«VTSConsulting» team and principles of work
 a unique approach to solving problems;


an impeccable reputation and a high degree of customer confidence;



high professionalism regardless of field of study;



practical experience, including the implementation of complex highly specialized projects.
We appreciate greatly the cooperation with each customer.
And we are proud of our customers!

LLC «Zemleugodie-Invest», OJSC
«Votkinsky plant», SPE «Stealth»,
State
Enterprise
UkrSRIPRI
«Masma», «Reproto Technologies»,
«VОК Моntage Service» company,
LLC «PRIIMAS»

«Petrovizard» company , Port Temryuk,
LLC «Spetsbudproekt», group of
companies «SEMPROGROUP», LLC
«Maximus
Construction»,
«Rosmolodezh», LLC «Sisif Service»,
LLC «Plant TITAN», LLC «Project K»,

LLC «Portal Logistics»,
SPK
«Nauka», I.N. Frantsevich Institute of
Materials of NAS of Ukraine, NTUU
«KPI»,
Science
Park
«Kyiv
Polytechnic»,
The
Russian
Government, Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine

This is not a complete list of those
who was pleased with the cooperation with «VTSConsulting».
«VTSConsulting» company is a team of professionals, whose knowledge and experience will allow you to save
money, nerves and time: preparation of investment documents will take from 4 to 10 days.
Our customers recommend us to their friends and partners, because we work for the results and complete
satisfaction of a Client. Thus, ordering business plan, information or investment memorandum from us, you do not just
spend money.
You invest.
Respectfully,
Vladyslav Tsygoda,
the head of «VTSConsulting»

